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F&NM - 22 MINUTES, PILOT

Main plot point, trying to finish a video, trying to impress

Maddy, in the end, efforts prove useless. Alex has to bring

Mr. Nibbles back to the zoo, Cameron can’t keep his mouth

shut.

The main three are introduced, and then they realize that

they forgot to do their project all week, are confused about

what day it actually is, then have a flashback to the

beginning of the week and as they are filming their video,

very quickly, remember things that happened during the week

with other characters, while they were either not there, or

procrastinating, in the background. In the end, they finish

their video, Lucas and Maddy are closer, because she gets

upset that they are gonna fail, but Lucas instills hope in

her and she thanks him, and he wants to get close. They make

the video and it turns out terrible, Maddy is sad, Alex is

distracted, and Lucas doesn’t care.

The next Monday, Lucas is happy, Alex is sad, and Lucas goes

to ask Maddy out, but she announces that her long-term

long-distance boyfriend has moved here and Lucas is

embarrassed and misses his chance at a relationship with her

for the time being, but her boyfriend is kind of a

douche-bag and Maddy doesn’t realize this, but Lucas does.

(Shots )

ECU = Extreme Close Up

CU = Close Up

MS = Medium Shot

LS = Long Shot

ELS = Extreme Long Shot

(Vertical Angles )

BEV = Birds Eye View

EHA = Extreme High Angle

HA = High Angle

LA = Low Angle

ELA = Extreme Low Angle

WEV = Worms Eye View

(Horizontal Angles )

FA = Front Angle

¾ Front = Kinda front

(MORE)
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SA = Side Angle

¾ Back = kinda back

BA = Back Angle Shot/Angle

CAST AND CREW

Scene description dialog/audio transition: lets assume

they’re always cuts unless specified otherwise.

Crew

Director - Lucas Nielsen

- In charge of the "flow" of the

film, directing actors, making sure

scenes progress according to

script, scheduling

Assistant Director - Cody Stowe

- Assisting in directing the

movement of a scene, giving

direction to actors, the "feel" of

the film/ the "flow" of the film

Photography Director - Jake Burgess

- In charge of cinematic shots,

lenses, the "look" of the film

Camera Operators - Cody Stowe, Jake Burgess

Jib Operator - Jake Burgess

Dolly (Cam) Operator - Cody Stowe, Jake Burgess

Sound - Jacob Lewis (Primary), Billy Brimmer (2nd Unit)

- Boom operator

Editors - Lucas Nielsen, Cody Stowe, Jake Burgess

- Rough cut, tighter cut, color

correction, music, sound effects,

titles, credits, logos

Writer - Lucas Nielsen, Alex O’Brien

Script Supervisor(s) - Kat Trumbull, Cody Stowe

Extras & Sethands - Tessa, Devon, Stephanie, Cameron, Zack,

People to be in background, act

normally (Extras). Discuss jobs on

set.

Character List - Cast

(CONTINUED)
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* Lucas - Lucas N

* Maddy - Madison Thompson (PM class)

* Alex - Charles B

Main three reserved for out of

class shoots, Weekend shoots

* Mr. T - Mr. Tompkins

** Cameron - Cameron Webb

** Zack - Zack Krantz

** Stephanie - Stephanie Petroskey

** Tessa - Tessa Birch

** Dramatic (Shakespearean) Actor - Alex Everhart

Dramatic Actor’s cameraman - Devon (SR)

Kid 1 & 2/ Guys writing quickly - ________ and ________

Dave - Jacob Lewis (SR)

James/ guy writing slowly/ scratched - Jake Burgess (SR)

Cody/ Guy writing slowly - Cody Stowe (SR)

Rude Guy - Billy Brimmer (SR)

(Need at least 2 other actors) (Recruit open positions from

PM class/ replace those who don’t want to act)

Get together during class for a script read through

Shooting Days

Everyone 2nd Unit

Monday

Tuesday X

Wednesday

Thursday X

Friday X X

Saturday

Sunday X

(CONTINUED)
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Get together during class for a script read through/ meet

with a script supervisor to balance the drama and comedy and

to cut it down to 22 minutes, or to "the right length"

Title Ideas: FNM

Intro shows people filming, walking in the hall together,

the main three sitting in chairs, side by side, chatting,

then they lean back and the letters F N M appear, one letter

on each computer screen, then the screen fades to black

except for the letters ("Under Pressure" or other song plays

simultaneously).

Shooting Schedule

Monday

Tuesday - Work Experience Day

Wednesday

Thursday - Work Experience Day

Friday

Saturday - Weekend

Sunday - Weekend/Church

F&NM

"Pilot"

Written By

Lucas Nielsen

Lucas Nielsen

243 Hobbs Hwy S

Traverse City, MI 49696

(231) 421-3702

lucasdunton@gmail.com

In film class, Lucas and Maddy race against the clock to

finish their video on time; Alex makes an emotional

connection to a tiger cub, which then runs rampant in the

school halls; and Cameron makes the mistake of trying to be

helpful, and is beaten up by the rest of the film students.
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THURSDAY

School with students entering from all directions (Music

playing)

Students walking and mingling in the halls. Bell rings and

students begin to dissipate.

Camera follows one person walking, who walks into a

classroom and the camera stops at the door and looks up,

seeing the sign above the door reading ’Film and New Media’

Two students are seen sitting in chairs, one facing towards

the camera, and the person (who walked in the door) walks

past him.

INT - FNM CLASSROOM

Lucas (L): I was up till 1 last

night doing homework... This sucks,

I hate Thursdays.

Alex (A): Don’t talk, ok? I was up

till 5. It’s the worst.

L: I know, how do other kids deal

with all this homework?

A: Yeah... Wait, what homework? I

didn’t have homework.

L: What were you doing all night?

A: I was... reading.

L spins his chair towards Alex.

L: That doesn’t sound like you.

Whatever, ugh, why am I so

stressed? I feel like I forgot to

do something.

A: What, like forget to put your

dirty clothes in the hamper?

L: No, it was something at

school...

A: Are you sure? Because I know how

that goes, at first it’s no

problem, but soon enough you’re

digging through piles of dirty

clothes for one clean shirt and

you’re forced to borrow one of your

sisters shirts just to be

presentable.

(CONTINUED)
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Camera moves to a wider angle and see Alex wearing a girl’s

shirt. Lucas looks down at it.

L: ... No, that’s not it.

Maddy walks into shot, behind Alex and pats him on the back

as she sits down.

M: Hey nerds! What’s up? Alex,

what’d you do last night?

A: Not much...not much.

M: Ok, well I’m thinking maybe we

should head over to the zoo

sometime. Did you hear abut the new

tiger cub they got in earlier this

week?

A: No, no, I wouldn’t know anything

abut that, why are you asking? ...

I have to go.

L (Doesn’t seem confused by Alex,

but Maddy does): ...Um, I had a

good night. It was too short

though, like always.

M: Haha, yeah, I barely have time

to do homework, then we’re right

back here.

L: Speaking of which, do you

remember what we were doing

yesterday?

M: Oh, um... No. I guess it wasn’t

that important. I was talking to a

long distance friend all night.

Well, maybe more than a friend-

L appears frustrated that he can’t remember what happened.

L: Wait, what were we gonna do? I

thought we were in a rush, but I

can’t remember. I think it was

important.

They’re both thinking, when Lucas spins around in his chair

and sees everyone filming.

L: Oh... Shit.

Lucas spins to face the other two immediately.

L: We have exactly 2 hours to film

a video or we’re going to fail this

class.

(CONTINUED)
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M is looking at him, blankly.

M: Oh yeah.

(INTRO PLAYS)

(STILL) THURSDAY

L rushing out with a camera and trying to set up a tripod.

L: How are we so far behind on this

video? I’ve been working hard all

week!

M: Well it wasn’t me! I was here

every. Day.

L: Where is Alex?! He’s been

distracted by something else all

week.

M: Don’t drag him into this mess!

They look at each other, trying to determine who caused the

problem, then start arguing, yelling at each other, blaming

each other.

MONDAY (3 DAYS EARLIER)

Fade to the same camera angle, in the corner, it reads

"Monday", people are walking in.

CUT TO

The main door, the main three walk in.

L: So this is the film class, huh?

M: Seems pretty nice.

A (runs in past them): Sweet, they

got macs!

Maddy and Lucas walk over to the teachers desk and see him

sleeping, so they tap him on the foot and wake him up.

Mr. T: Oh, sorry for sleeping, I

just didn’t get a lot of sleep last

night. There was this X-Files

marathon...

Maddy and Lucas look at him strangely.

Mr. T: ...It’s a TV show.

L: We know what it is.

Mr. T: Oh, good. Well, I’ll be your

teacher, please find a seat.

(CONTINUED)
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Cameron and Zack walk in the door, midway through a

conversation.

C: There’s no such thing as bad

luck. Or good luck. I told you I

don’t believe in superstition.

Students come to a stop next to the main three, at their

seats.

C: Well, except for magic carpets,

but I’m telling you, man, that

carpet in my house, that one at the

front door -

Z: Yeah, I know. I don’t believe

you flew your carpet out into the

street.

Cameron’s face looking skeptical.

C: Then how did I end up in that

tree?

Zack, sighing, looking down and shaking his head. He turns

and see the main three sitting down and goes to shake their

hands.

Z: Hi, everyone, I’m Zack. Nice to

see some new faces in class.

L: Lucas.

M: Maddy.

Zack is about to say something, when Cameron interjects.

C: And I’m Cameron! Nice to meet

you all, especially you (pointing

at Kat).

Maddy is still for a second.

M: ...Great.

Alex walks by, acting all professional. But he is also

carrying an imac.

A: Hello, I’m Alex. Good day. I

hope it’s not too much trouble if

we ask for assistance every once in

a while. I also didn’t want to say

anything, but I’m gonna need to

take three of these home and I’d

rather not say why...

Zack is about to talk again, but Mr. T walks in to the

center of the room and starts talking.

Mr. T: Ok, everyone! Stop what

you’re doing. I’ve got an

announcement.

(CONTINUED)
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All the students in the row of computer Lucas is sitting at

turn to look his way, Mr. T excited.

Mr T: Now that I have your

attention, welcome new students to

film class. My name’s Mr. T and

I’ll be your captain on this fun

learning experience! (He stops and

chuckles) And welcome back repeat

students, from past years of film.

I see we have Cameron and Zack. And

over here, we have Stephanie and

Tessa, who-

Stephanie (talking quickly): And we

are just so happy to be here Mr. T,

I mean, like we just picked it

immediately cause of you!

Tessa: Yeah, oh my gosh, we’re just

so excited for-

Mr. T (interrupting them): Yes,

yes, that’s great Stephanie and

Tessa. Anyway, continuing on, over

to the left, here, we have Cody and

James, two real go-getters!

Cody and James are just sitting there, napping. (Mr. T

pauses, then claps his hands together)

Mr. T: Anywho, Now, to give you all

a little example of what’s to come.

Enjoy.

Lights dim to a dark classroom and the projector is on, a

video comes on the screen. It’s really dramatic video,

people running, a man narrating, a man screams, there is

orchestral music, and the climax is a closeup on a man’s

face. "I should have put the lense cap on the camera." Then

it ends.

Once it’s done, Mr. T turns the lights back on and is

standing with his hands in fists, excited.

Mr. T: So, let that video be a

lesson. Now is everyone pumped up?

Ready to start making kick-ass

videos?!

Everyone is sitting calmly, with blank stares at Mr. T. One

person says, "Yeah!"

Mr. T: Yes! That’s the spirit! So,

let’s get psyched, because I have a

project prepared for you guys! Due

Friday is a 5 minute video, at

(MORE)
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least 5 minutes. You guys should be

able to handle that!

Some kids seem upset by the news, they don’t know how to

make videos yet, and they are talking to each other, asking

how to do it, all at once. (Cameron speaks up, raising his

hand )

C: Mr. T? 5 minutes? In one week?

Doesn’t that seem a bit-

Mr. T: (interrupting) Easy? Yeah, I

suppose you’re right. This is film

and new Media anyway, you’ve all

probably made videos in the past.

Let’s make it a 10 minute video by

Friday! Thanks for saying

something, otherwise I wouldn’t

have realized.

Kids turn around to yell at Cameron, angry.

Mr. T: Ok, ok, calm down, there’ll

be plenty of time to thank him

later. But now, I want you guys to

get into groups and start writing.

Get to it!

Mr. T is standing in a slightly hunched, excited position,

smiling, looking around the room. He stands like that for a

couple of seconds.

Mr. T: Ok! Well, I’m going to be in

my office, so have fun!

He walks over to his office quickly, still happy, content,

and shuts the door as tons of kids shove up against it,

trying to talk to him, upset over the first project being so

ridiculous. The door is locked and Mr. T doesn’t come out.

The angry mob outside Mr. T’s door stop and turn around,

looking at the kid who spoke up. The kid looks back at them

as they start moving toward him, growling.

Mr. T pops open the blinds on his door with one finger and

looks around, then closes it, as the group continue to

ascend on Cameron. Cameron tries to say that he didn’t know

what was going to happen, but they all surround him and move

in closer as his arguing gets more and more panicked. Camera

sees L looking over towards the guy who spoke up, as he

starts yelling "ow! stop! Not there, NOT THERE!" and

everyone else turns back to their work.

Lucas spins his chair around to the others.

L: We should probably get started

on this video.

(CONTINUED)
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M: Yeah, let’s write!

The group are all excited, then slowly lean back in their

chairs, thinking, the camera tilts up to look at a clock on

the wall.

The shot fades to see the clock reading 11:59, then pan

camera back down to see the whole group sitting bored, Alex

sleeping, Maddy elbows him awake just as the bell rings.

L: Anybody got anything?

Nobody says anything.

INT - HALLWAY JUST OUTSIDE FNM CLASSROOM

They are walking out of the classroom and Alex is talking to

Lucas, Maddy is walking ahead (doesn’t hear).

L (Muttering, quietly): I hate

Mondays...

A: Have you heard about the new

tiger cub at the zoo?

L: Yeah, Alex, don’t get any ideas,

I know how much you like animals

(Alex just smiles slightly).

THURSDAY

CUT TO

INT - HALLWAY

Thursday again, Lucas and Maddy are filming, One of them

acting.

Maddy: I would have never expected

it! My own son! A robot!

Lucas is shown behind the camera, yells to stop.

L: Stop, stop. Alex is in the

background crawling around. Alex!

What are you looking for?

A: ... Nothing.

L: Can you just get back here and

help for once?

A: What do you mean "for once? I

wrote this whole video!

L: And look where that’s got us.

We’ve barely gotten this thing

filmed and-

(CONTINUED)
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The bell rings. Lucas hears it and is annoyed.

L: And now we only have one day

left to finish it!

A: Well excuse me! At least I

didn’t complain the whole time!

Cut to see what the video camera is seeing, which is Alex in

the background, arguing with Lucas, who is behind the

camera, out of shot. Maddy is seen standing between them,

trying to interject between them arguing, but looks sad as

she sighs, giving up. Then the lens cap comes down over the

lens, making it go to black.

TUESDAY

Play clip of Minecraft video, Lord of the Rings music. Once

done, camera backs out, away from computer screen, Cameron

is looking towards the camera, past it (to Lucas),

excitement on his face.

Cameron: What do ya think?

(Cut to L)

L: ... It’s good... Um...

----------------------------------

Lucas is interrupted.

A: No?!

Lucas turns to his right. (MS FA) Alex and Maddy are facing

each other, Maddy has her back to Lucas. Both students have

headphones on plugged into the same computer. Bluegrass can

be heard muffled from their headphones.

M: We can’t use that music!

A: Why not?!

M: I don’t even listen to

bluegrass!

A: Are you kidding?!

(CU ¾ F) Maddy, frustrated, with Lucas peeking over her

shoulder.

M: Who even listens to bluegrass?!

A: Who DOESN’T listen to

bluegrass?!

Lucas pulls an earbud out of Maddy’s ear.

L: You two are being a little loud.

They talk, but at a lower volume, after they take out their

earbuds.

(MORE)
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M: Alex, it’s just music. Why are

you getting so upset today? What’s

with you?

A: Sorry guys, I drank like twelve

cups of coffee last night and I’m

still a little jittery.

M: Why in the world would you do

that?

A: To counteract the sleeping pills

I accidentally took... I thought

they were skittles...

L: Well can we get writing now? I

don’t want us to blow this off and

then have to rush it in the end.

(pause)

L: I’ve had bad experiences doing

that in the past.

M: What have you made in the past?

L: Oh. Um... Me and my friends made

one before...

L thinks back to it (flashback), Lucas and a friend, camera

on tripod, they’re messing around and playing with foam

swords when L jabs toward the other hard and they fall down,

just out of shot and L drops his sword and says, "Good...

Lord." And runs over to him, he’s saying, "It hurts!" L:

"Stop moving, you’re just wedging it in deeper!"

Cut back to present day, Lucas is sitting there, shaking his

head slowly back and forth.

L: (pensively) Poor Johnny. He

never played with toys again... So,

what ideas do we have so far?

M: Well, let me check the list.

L sits up in his chair and moves forward. M clicks open

documents on her computer. M reads a little and sits back.

M: Well, so far Alex had an idea

for a video about a guy who becomes

crime fighting companions with a

tiger cub from the wild, and...

that’s it.

L: Oh...

(MORE)
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M: Yeah.

(Pause)

A: See, if we went to the zoo at

night when they weren’t watching,

we could...

M: We are not going to steal a

tiger cub from the zoo.

A: It’s not stealing if you bring

it back!

M: (speechless)

L buts in. L: Ok, then let’s think

of something else, something we can

actually do without facing jail

time. Sound good?!

He said this, getting all charged up, and smiling. Then

there is a pause as they both start looking off into space,

trying to think of an idea. There is a pause, before...

M: I got nothin.

L: (defeated) Same here. I hate

Tuesdays.

She shakes her head, as he rubs his eyes and leans down in

his chair, frustrated.

CUT TO

Cameron talking to Zack.

C: We should leave, I’m scared for

my life now, it was like everyone

suddenly became possessed by-

(Dramatically) Mr. Smith.

Z: Remind me who he is again?

C: You know? The Matrix guy?

Z: Which one?

C: With the glasses?

Z: The black guy?

C: No! (Coughs) (bad Mr. Smith

impression) Mr. Anderson, I cloned

a million times but I’m just going

to fight you myself and let all my

clones stand around and look cool.

(CONTINUED)
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Z: See Cameron, this is why no one

likes you.

C: Look, I got good ideas, like

lens flares! All the videos should

have lens flares!

Mr. T walks by and hears Cameron say this. Mr. T pauses,

thinking.

Mr. T: Lense flares huh? Sounds

like a great idea! Let’s do it

everyone, 5 lense flares per video!

Then he walks to his office and closes the door. As soon as

it closes, a line of people form and walk by Cameron,

punching him on the arm.

(Cameron’s will say "ow" every time someone punches him

punctuating his lines)

C: What is going on? Did you guys

rehearse this?-(someone punches him

hard)OW.

(He rubs his shoulder for a

second)

C: Curse you Einstein.

Z: (sarcastically) What’d Einstein

do now?

C: He made time relative! My pain

wouldn’t last as long if he had

just stopped confusing everyone

with his dyslexia.

Z: How about this, you don’t talk,

and then less shit will happen.

C: Silence!

Z: Just stop talking, and I won’t

be forced to beat you up.

C: Why, are you afraid Mr. T will

use my amazing ideas again, like

say a- (eyes shift towards Mr.T’s

office, creepily leans in towards

Zacks face, whispering) karate

battle?

While Cameron is saying this, Zack is trying desperately to

shush him, holding his finger by his mouth.

Even though Cameron was whispering, Mr. T pops his head out

of his office as soon as Cameron finishes.

(CONTINUED)
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Mr. T: Karate battle? (he sips his

coffee, while thinking) Add it to

the list.

Then he immediately shuts his door. Cameron sits still,

shutting his eyes, when he feels the first punch, and they

just keep coming.

Z: You just can’t be quiet for even

a minute, can you?

C: How did he even hear that?!

Cameron turns and sees that everyone’s formed into a circle

and are hitting him as they go around.

C: Aw, come on! Who said you could

do that? That’s just unfair.

Cameron turns to Zack to say something but Zack isn’t there.

C: Zack?

And then he gets punched a little harder, and he turns and

sees it’s Zack.

C: What are you doing?

Z: Cameron, you’ve got to try this

out! (Excited, smiling) It’s like a

never-ending conga line!

Cameron is frustrated and just leans his head on his hand as

they continue punching him.

CUT TO

M: Ugh. Are other people having as

much trouble as us, just writing a

simple video?

L is looking at another group.

L: It doesn’t look like it. Oh god,

look at those guys write. We’re in

for some tough competition.

He is looking at two guys sitting and writing at light

speed, papers being thrown to the side, and piles of paper

next to either of them and smokes starts billowing away from

their pencils.

L: We’re in trouble here.

He turns and looks over at another group.

L: Oh, nevermind, we’re ok.

The group he is now looking at consists of two guys, one

head on table, sleeping, the other sitting up, staring into

the distance. He blinks once just before the camera cuts

back to The main three.

(CONTINUED)
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An actor walks out behind him, and starts narrating an

experience almost identical to the one Lucas is in.

Actor: Well, the situation was

grim, but we were strong, and in

the end, with great willpower and a

strong vision, we would prevail!

Lucas spins his chair around.

L: Excuse me, what are you doing?

Actor breaks character.

Actor 1: Oh, sorry, we’re just

filming here.

He points over to the camera guy, who waves.

Actor 1: We just started a

Shakespearean adaptation and I am

the lead acTOR!

L: Well, don’t get too carried away

now, alright...(under his breath)

nerd.

He spins his chair back around with a chuckle.

The bell rings.

A: Why don’t we just do the video I

thought of, with the Tiger?

M: Stop joking Alex. We can’t get a

tiger. Give it up.

Alex stops in his tracks, as the other two walk ahead, and

the camera stays with him.

A: ...Never...

(He says, quietly, then

continues walking)

WEDNESDAY

There are people with video cameras and lights out, setting

up and filming around the classroom. Projects are on their

way and people are getting along, finding their way. Among

them, Maddy and Alex are sitting in their chairs, trying to

think of something. Alex is talking as Maddy appears

frustrated.

A: ...And then when the tiger cub

catches the guy, he pounces on him

with his cute little paws!

M: Alex. For the last time. Drop.

The Tiger Cub!

(MORE)
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A: But you wouldn’t want to drop

the cub, it could get hurt!

L walks in.

L: Hey Alex, what are you so worked

up about?

A: Sorry guys, I just had a long

night again.

M: Doing what?

EXT - ZOO (IN THE BUSHES)

A thinks back (flashback), He moves into shot, holding a cat

carrier, wearing a black shirt, black beanie, wearing

pantyhose on his head and pulls it up over his head.

A: Man, I can’t believe this little

guy is so rambunctious.

Alex chuckles. He looks into the carrier.

A: Don’t nibble on the bars little

guy, that’s bad for your teeth! If

you stop gnawing on the bars I’ll

give you a treat when we get to my

house, that sound good?

He pulls the pantyhose back down over his face.

A: Ok then! Let’s get you outta

here.

And then he crouches down, out of shot, and the camera

focuses on the sign behind him that reads "Public Zoo".

CUT TO

Alex is just sitting there in class, daydreaming, when he

snaps out of it.

A: ... Nothing illegal, if that’s

what you’re wondering... Speaking

of which, I’ve got something here

that might just help our little

video problem.

He reaches down and grabs a cat carrier and brings it up on

his lap, but the door is open. Alex is sitting there,

worried.

A: Where have you run off to Mr.

Nibbles...?

Maddy and Lucas are both looking at Alex confused, but L

snaps out of it and turns to Maddy and starts talking.

(MORE)
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L: Look, we can’t think of anything

for this video. What are we going

to do?

M: Maybe we should ask Mr. T for

some help.

(In the background, you see

Alex walking around,

crouching, looking for the

tiger cub)

CUT TO

Camera is looking at Mr. T’s office door and Maddy walks in,

opening the door, and asking, as she comes to a stop,

M: Mr. T, we’re having a little

trouble thinking of an idea for a

video. Could you help us?

Mr. T’s feet are up on his desk and he was reading with

reading glasses on, and pauses for a second, contemplating

with his hand on his chin, before he responds.

Mr. T: You know, that reminds me of

a story. Back in my day I met a

girl named Nancy Drake, and she

liked to play the piano. But ONLY

when her grandmother was around.

So, everytime ol’ Thelma came

wandering into town, we would bring

the old band back together. Of

course it just got harder after she

was confined to that wheelchair and

we couldn’t...

Maddy turns around and pulls the door shut as Mr. T

continues talking, and she stops just outside the door,

facing away from the door.

M: I don’t think he’s going to be

much help.

Lucas is standing right there, and has his hands on his hips

and drops his head to his chest at this news. In the

background, you can see Alex crawling underneath desks (in

search of Mr. Nibbles). There is a pause as they stand,

contemplating their options for a second.

L is standing in film class, the camera sees J, in the

background, as the camera starts moving towards J, you hear

Lucas say, "I hate Wednesdays" faintly.

DOLLY OVER TO
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J is Editing, messing with color correction, while B is

laying face down on the table.

B: Are you ever going to finish

editing?

J: It takes time. It’ll be done

soon.

B is bored. J is messing with color correction, turning B

blue in the video.

J: Feeling a little blue?

Awkward pause as J chuckles lightly. B looks up from the

table and pauses before saying,

B: That was the worst joke I’ve

ever heard.

J: (still smiling) Yeah... (sad,

admits it was bad, turns back to

working, defeated)

DOLLY OVER TO

Z and C, Z is frustrated.

Z: Look, I just need you to say if

the sound is OK. Alright?

C: (bad Napoleon Dynamite

impression) That’s what I was

trying to do, gosh!

Z (frustrated): I don’t need your

whole review, I know it’s not

perfect, just listen and tell me if

it’s good because I had trouble

with the mic. Can you do that?

C: Yes-

Z: Good, because I’m really busy

and I don’t have time to-

C: Zack, why is she even talking

anyway? She just broke up with this

douchebag- (see the image of the

guy on screen)

Cameron turns his head toward ________ who plays the

character, who is just sitting there.

C: No offense ______!

_______: None taken

(MORE)
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C: And she’s pissed but 2 minutes

later she’s talking to him?

Illogical captain! Illogical I say!

Now listen Zack: have you ever even

been in a relationship? Have you?

No? Then THIS IS WHY you shouldn’t

be writing this stuff, I mean

really? It’s like-

(Z is just frustrated this entire time, his head in his

hands and sighing, facing the computer, while C is talking

to the side of his head)

The main three sit down behind Zack and Cameron.

L: Ok guys, what can we do?

M: What if we asked some kids

around the class for help?

A: Nah, that’d never work.

(pause) )

What about a video where a man

falls in love with his pet

boa-constrictor-

M: Alex, come on! You always write

about animals, plus a romance with

a pet snake is stupid!

A: Really? Then are you saying it

was stupid when Jenny gave me back

the mouse? I gave it to her the day

I first picked her up from the pet

store. Let me tell ya, lost love

hurts.

(Pause)

A: She just...coughed it up like it

meant nothing to her.

L: Maybe because she’s just a

snake.

A: But she’s not just any

snake...she’s MY snake.

L: ...I think you need to talk to

somebody.

A: What I need... *sniff* is for

Jenny to come back. I would cross

molten plains and frozen tundras to

feel the touch of her coarse,

(MORE)
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scaly... scales, just one more

time.

(pause)

L: I’ve got an idea, how about we

go around the classroom, to see if

anyone else can help?

A: Sounds good.

M: Really?! That’s what I said!

Neither of them pay attention to her and she just sighs.

CUT TO

They all go off to different parts of the room.

Alex sits down with Stephanie and Tessa.

A: What are you girls working on?

S: Well, I’m just working on a

documentary. It’s actually pretty

funny.

A: Oh... what’s it about?

S: The Iraq war.

A: Oh.

S looks at her computer screen as the sound of an explosion

happens and she giggles.

A: I was just wondering if you

girls had any ideas I could use for

a video.

T: Well, there’s the obvious

things, like promos or

documentaries...

S: You could always do a promo of

that awesome new shoe store at the

mall.

T: No, he can’t do that!... Because

I’m already doing that. I love that

store!

S: Yes! Isn’t it the best?!

T: Right? I mean I went shopping

there the other day and they were

having a sale on Uggs and I just

(MORE)
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had to pick up a pair, you like

those, right Alex?

Alex is confused and somewhat surprised they asked him.

A: ...yeah-

S: I like the sandals with the

leather straps across the top and

around the heel that I saw last

time in the display.

T: Yes! Those are the BEST, they

are so CUTE!

Alex is sitting there, trying to get a word in, to tell them

to stop talking about shoes, but he can’t get a word in

edgewise and he tries to scoot away from them slowly, but

they turn back towards him, and he moves back to them again,

then he leans his head on his fist, which is propped up on

the table and looks off into the distance as they continue

to talk endlessly, bored.

CUT TO

In the background, Maddy walks up to a guy.

M: Hey, could you help me?

Rude Guy: Piss off, charity case.

M just stands there, her expression changing slowly to

sadness, then walks away slowly. In the background of the

shot, you can see Lucas walk up to two guys working on a

video in the middle of the classroom.

JUMP CUT TO IN THE CENTER OF THE ROOM.

Lucas walking up to group, Kid 1 and Kid 2.

L: Hi guys, what’s up?

1: We’re just filming, it’s coming

along nicely.

L: Good! I don’t want to interrupt,

I just wanted to know if you two

could maybe help-

1: Wait just a second.

(talking over to 2, who walks

over)

Ok, I got the camera all set up.

Are you ready?

(MORE)
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2: Yeah, no, wait, what’s my

motivation?

1: ...motivation?

2: I was thinking my character

needed to have a reason to want to

talk to the press.

1: ...This is a documentary.

2: I think my character is really

glad to finally get this load off

his mind, but depressed because his

dog died.

1: What are you talking about, this

is about YOU! Not some character

who lost his stupid dog!

2 looking off into the distance and sniffling.

2: Well, I guess you’re entitled to

your opinion, if that’s what you

really think.

1: Oh... Is this based off real

life?

2: I don’t know, what do you think?

Think BAXTER was a STUPID dog?

1: I...

2: Save it. I think I need to take

a little break.

Walks away sniffling. 1 follows, trying to apologize. Lucas

is seen, just standing there, confused.

1 and 2 rush out the door, past Cody, who’s sitting in his

chair next to James, who’s just watching a video on his

computer. Cody is just looking forward, tired and bored

looking. Lucas wanders off back to his seat.

Cody: Everyone’s working hard on

their videos.

(Pause)

James: Yeah.

(Pause)

Cody: Maybe we should start on

ours.

James: Nah.
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Cody: Ok.

(FS) Back out to just see them still sitting there.

Camera sees what they’re seeing and across the room, Alex

with his head in his hands, while Stephanie and Tessa

continue to yap away.

CUT BACK TO M, L, AND A

A: No one’ll help. I went to talk

to the wonder girls over there and

now all I can think about is shoes.

M: Ugh. That must be awful for you.

A: (Staring off into the distance,

thinking intensely) I should pick

up a pair of Uggs...

M: Well, I didn’t get any help

either.

Lucas sits down.

L: First off, please don’t have me

talk to those guys again, they are

the worst.

A: Oh really?

Lucas looking over at Stephanie and Tessa chatting nonstop.

L: Oh... Well they’re a close

second. Listen, what are we going

to do about this? What are we going

to do when Friday rolls around? Are

we just going to film Alex’s idea

and hope it doesn’t suck?

Bell rings, they are all just sitting there, looking at each

other.

FRIDAY

Two days later, they’re all in the same position.

L: So what we’re doing is filming

Alex’s idea about the crime

fighting duo, minus the tiger cub

part.

Lucas turns to his computer and is browsing through footage

they already shot.

L: It looks like we already have a

good chunk filmed, but there are

still a few hard parts to get

through.
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Lucas turns back to Kat and Alex, but Alex is gone.

L: Now Alex, can you- Where’d he

go?

Maddy turns, looking for him, doesn’t see him, shrugs.

CUT TO

INT - HALLWAY, ALEX TALKING TO JAMES

CAMERA IS MOVING OUT FROM BEHIND A STUDENT’S HEAD.

Alex is looking at the student’s face and winces.

A: Ooh, that looks painful.

James is revealed from the front with claw scratches across

his face.

James: Yeah, I never thought I’d

see an escaped tiger cub. But I got

off easy. I heard they’re still

looking for that other kids ear.

A: Well, I hope you heal up soon!

Alex smiles at him, and he smiles back and then Alex turns

and walks away, and James also walks away. As Alex walks

away, his face turns to concern.

A: (Talking to himself) Man, Mr.

Nibbles sure was more aggressive

than he let on.

Lucas runs out into hall, sees Alex.

L: Alex! What are you doing? We

need to get filming!

A: Sorry, bud, I know. I was just

talking to a friend, but I’m ready

now, I’m pumped, let’s get filming!

L: Great! Ok, so-

Alex sees James running past in the background, with

scratches on the other side of his face, screaming "Not

again!"

A: Hold that thought, I gotta go!

He pulls up his cat carrier and runs off in the direction

James was running away from. Alex yells, "Mr. Nibbles come

back here young man!" As there is a siren going off, "Red

alert! Red alert! Animal escaped from the zoo! Fifteen

injured"

L is left standing there, confused and annoyed.
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CUT TO

L walks over to Maddy and is about to say something when he

sees her looking sad.

L: Maddy? What’s wrong?

M: Just, I feel like you guys don’t

listen to me. Where’s Alex anyways?

L: Oh, I think he’s the one who let

that tiger on the loose the other

day. I think he bonded with it.

M: Haha, that’s a good one (Not

believing it)

L: Maddy, I’m sorry that we’ve been

ignoring you a little bit, it’s

just that I want to show that I’m

able to do this by myself.

M: But how has that been going so

far?

L: Well...

Cut to (flashback), a video clip of their video that is

crap, Alex is in the background, Maddy is badly acting, then

the camera is wiggling, and falls off the tripod. You hear

"goddamni-" then the clip ends.

L: ... Not very well.

M: No one’s ever listened to me.

Maybe I’m just bad at everything.

L (comforting her): No, no, you’re

great! I know you’re a good artist,

you’re the one who convinced us to

join film class.

Maddy looks a little happy, slightly cheered up.

L: And you can make me and Alex

laugh so easily, even when you’re

making fun of us.

M: (laughs) Well, you guys make it

easy to make fun of you.

Maddy and Lucas chuckle, Camera looks at Lucas, who is

looking closely at Maddy, and he has a look of realization

on his face and smiles more. She looks to meet his gaze, and

they share a moment together, just sitting there.
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Alex interrupts them when he walks in, holding the cat

carrier.

A: Well, it looks like Mr. Nibbles

left me. Just like Mrs. Slither,

that wonderful gal. (Alex appears

to be sad)

Lucas and Maddy chuckle at this, then Lucas speaks up.

L: Alex, don’t feel down, man. I’m

sure you’ll eventually find an

animal that will love you as much

as you love it.

A: ... Really?

L: Sure. Why don’t you just get a

dog?

A: I don’t like dogs.

L: Maybe today isn’t the day you

find that special someone. But

today IS the day we finish this

video. Together.

Lucas grabs a camera off the desk and hands it to Maddy.

L: Let’s make this the best film

ever!

Maddy looks at him, with a smile.

Hear narration, "And so, with deadline coming fast, but hope

in their eyes, the journey began and in the end, people

would be changed, beliefs swayed, and love found!"

Alex looks up.

A: Dude, do you have to film so

close here? We’re discussing our

video.

Camera turns to see the Dramatic Actor standing just next to

them.

Dramatic Actor: Sorry.

-----------------------------------------

(cont.) We were trying to film over

there, but Stephanie and Tessa...

A: Oh, You don’t have to say

anything, man!

(MORE)
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Dramatic Actor: Just, shoes, shoes,

shoes.

(Pause, as they both stand,

thinking)

A: I have to go pick up a new pair

of sneakers.

Dramatic Actor: Yeah, those have no

style (Pointing at Alex’s shoes).

CUT TO MONTAGE

Lucas and Maddy shown editing, then talking, laughing, while

Alex sits sadly next to them, the music lowers in volume a

bit.

A: (sighs) When do I get my special

someone?

He looks down and sees the cat carrier, and reaches down to

pick it up.

A: I better take this home. It’s

just too bad that- (He looks inside

and what he sees surprises and

makes him happy)...Mr.

Nibbles?...you came back!

He then looks around to make sure no one saw him talking.

A: You’re coming home with me,

little guy.

The computer says render finished.

L: The video’s ready!

They all sit down to watch their video on the computer

screen, smiling, and the video starts playing, then their

smiles turn to frowns.

M: This is awful.

Everyone looks disappointed.

L: I hate Fridays.

Someone in the background: Where is my computer?

Alex pulls up a computer in his lap and starts sliding his

chair towards the door, as Maddy and Lucas both continue to

look straight ahead, sad.

(UPBEAT MUSIC PLAYS, FADE TO BLACK)
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MONDAY

Lucas is sitting in his chair, listening to a conversation

Cameron and Zack are having.

C: How would you know?! Did you go

through all that?! Did you?!

Z: Look all I’m saying is that he

should have used them to do

everything! How could they be so

stupid to think that he wouldn’t

have used them to finish it from

the start!?

C: LOOK! Gandalf couldn’t just use

the eagles in the very beginning!

That would mean they never go on

the journey! Frodo never mattered!

Z: Frodo was a great hobbit!

Lucas sighs, as they continue arguing.

L: I hate Mondays.

Alex walks in, all bundled up in coats.

L: Hey buddy. How you doin today?

A: Cold. I wish I had an animal

that I could wrap around me to keep

warm.

L: You mean a fur right? Not a

living animal?

A: Do you think I’m stupid?... Of

course a living animal. Dead

animals wouldn’t keep me very warm

now, would they?

(L shakes off this weird statement)

L: Why are you so cold anyway?

You’re shivering.

A: I had another long night out,

but it was colder this time.

L: What are you doing out late all

the time? What’s so important that

you’re out every other night?

A thinks back (flashback). He is shivering, outside by some

metal bars.

A: Brrr! It’s freezing out!
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(Pause as he looks around.

Then he turns to the cage)

A: But I’m not leaving yet.

Alex sniffles, and talks more seriously.

A: I’d stay forever if I could.

Then camera sees a paw rise up inside the bars. Alex raises

his hand to meet it (like Spock and Kirk in Star Trek 2).

CUT TO

Back in class, Lucas interrupts his flashback.

L: Alex... Is there a problem?

Alex is seen with tears running down his cheeks and a huge

frown on his face.

A: No... There’s no problem

anymore, now that I broke the

relationship off. I said goodbye,

and now I’ll never see Nibbles

again!

Alex sits down, crying, and Lucas puts his hand on Alex’s

shoulder.

L: I would stay and talk Alex...

but I honestly don’t care. And I

have someone to talk to.

He brushes his hair back with his hand and pulls out a box

of chocolates and flowers.

INT - HALLWAY OUTSIDE OF FNM

He walks out into the hall and sees Maddy.

L: Maddy...I have something to say.

A boy walks in and stands next to Maddy.

Dave: Ready to go babe?

M: Yeah!...Lucas, this is my long

distance boyfriend Dave. He just

moved here this weekend after a

year away, isn’t that great!?

L looks saddened.

M: Uh, Dave, this is my good friend

I was telling you about, who was so

kind to me.

Dave: Oh, look I just wanted to say

thank you, she’s felt out of place

for awhile and I’m glad she has a

friend as nice as you to help.
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L: Uh... Sure thing, you know, I

just want to help.

Dave: Whatever- SO! Are we all set?

M: Yeah, but just a second. Lucas

just has one thing to say.

They turn to L, expectantly waiting. L begins stuttering.

Dave: What’s with the chocolates?

Camera looks down at Lucas’ hands and sees he’s holding a

box of chocolates. Camera moves back up to look at Lucas’

face.

L: I... I thought I’d get myself a

snack. But I’ve been eating

healthier recently, so... You want

it?

(Lucas holds it out to him)

Dave: No thanks. We’re good.

Lucas then feels awkward with the box of chocolates and sees

a trashcan and tosses it into the trashcan, but he misses.

Dave: And the flowers?

Camera looks down and sees flowers hidden behind Lucas’

back, cut back to Lucas’ face as he pulls them up.

L: ...Like I said...I’ve been

eating healthier recently.

Lucas hesitantly takes a bite of the flower and starts

chewing it. Maddy and Dave are watching on, Dave confused,

Maddy smiling.

M: Well, I am just so happy for

you. I didn’t even know you could

eat flowers. But I bet it’s nice

and tasty like a salad!

Lucas nods, even though his face is filled with disgust.

Behind him, the same actors from before are acting out

another scene that perfectly matches Lucas’ feelings at the

moment.

Dramatic Actor: "Well, I honestly

don’t think that I could be more

embarrassed or ashamed of myself

right now...(Out of character) But

at least I’m not THAT guy!

(pointing at Lucas)

Lucas starts to take another bite of flower, when the screen

cuts to black.
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CREDITS - EXTRA SCENES

Credits start as video plays on the side of other events

happening during the episode, as music plays alongside.

Cameron is watching an episode of Arrested Development.

C: This is such a good show.

Mr. T walks by and leans down and looks at it, and a smile

breaks across his face.

Mr. T: That gives me an idea.

Cameron has a look of being scared on his face. Zack sitting

next to him just shakes his head back and forth.

Mr. T: For our next project,

everyone should make an episode of

a tv show! That would be great! 22

minutes or full hour length would

be good. (Pats Cameron on the

shoulder) Thanks Cameron!

He walks off, leaving everyone in the class looking over

towards Cameron, who just leans back in his chair, they then

start encroaching upon him.

Z: Hey, so, I think I’m just gonna

go.

C: What? No, don’t go! Where are

you going?

Zack: Oh, um, I’m going to, go to

the, well, the, bathroom...yeah

that’s right, I have all

this...urine that I was saving up,

but I better just get it out now,

when I have the time. See ya!

C: No Zack! A good soldier never

leaves a man behind! Haven’t you

seen Toy Story?

Z: (Yells while walking out of the

door) Goodbye Cameron!

C: "Noooo!" as they all descend on him, encircling him until

you just see people’s backs.

ANOTHER SCENE

Mr. T is in his office, he is leaning close to the screen

and a kid bursts his head in through the doorway.

Kid: Hi, I’m a new student, just

wanted to say hi! I’m really

looking forward to-
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Mr. T: Yeah, ok kid, shut up and

close the door. I’m a little busy

here.

Kid looks sad and shut the door. Mr. T is watching a sad

video with a fool in it. A tear runs down his cheek as he

says, "I pity the fool."

ANOTHER SCENE

Alex is seen holding flowers, knocking on a door.

A: Jenny! Can’t you see that I love

you? You keep slithering out of my

grasp, but I won’t let it happen

again! I’m not leaving until you

come out here and hiss TO me!

The door opens slightly, and a dead mouse lands at Alex’s

feet.

A (talking to himself): How could

she? That was her favorite snack.

Alex starts sniffling, Alex raises the flowers to his mouth

and takes a bite of them and starts chewing, frustrated. He

stops and looks down at it, somewhat surprised.

A: Mmm...


